
TRESPASS 

Reader’s Guide 

 

1. What is Chloe’s initial impression of Salome? What about her does she find so 

threatening? Are these the same traits that make her attractive to Toby (and, incidentally, 

to Brendan)? Are Chloe’s perceptions accurate? What clues does the author plant to 

suggest that she may not be entirely reliable? Conversely, about what does she turn out to 

be a more accurate judge—and not just of Salome’s character? 

 

2. Early on Toby tries to reassure his mother by telling her that Salome is ―very serious.‖ 

(2) Is he right? What are the possible reasons for Salome’s seriousness, and in what ways 

might those reasons contribute to both her allure and her destructiveness? One synonym 

for seriousness is gravity. Have the events in Salome’s past given her more gravity than 

the other young women Toby has known? What other characters in the book possess a 

similar gravity, and what lies behind it? 

 

3. Salome has her own opinions about Chloe. The older woman’s seemingly offhand 

remark about political arguments strikes her as a deliberate insult; her protectiveness of 

Toby translates as contempt for him. Might any of Salome’s perceptions be correct, or do 

they stem from the same paranoid and totalizing world view that makes her accuse Toby 

of siding against her and later causes her to turn violently against her father? What other 

characters in the novel see the world in similar terms, and with what results? 

 

4. Chloe doesn’t come to fear and dislike Salome; she feels that way about her from the 

first, so that even the girl’s gaze makes her think of ―a spider darting out crazily from 

some black recess in the basement.‖ (6) The poacher, too, inspires her immediate 

foreboding and antipathy. Putting aside the question of whether her fears are justified, 

might they be self–fulfilling? Might Brendan be right when he later observes that ―Chloe 

is making herself sick‖? (90) Where else in the novel do people’s fears and suspicions 

become self–fulfilling? 

 

5. Speaking of spiders, other species play a large supporting role in Trespass. Some 

characters resemble animals, as Salome, for instance, is said to resemble a fox. In her 

illustrations for Wuthering Heights, Chloe gives Cathy a totemic goshawk. We might also 

note Chloe’s beloved cat Mike and the poacher’s dog, whose breed is as indeterminate as 

its owner’s nationality. The militias who run amok through the novel’s Croatian sections, 

leaving a wake of the dead, proudly call themselves the Wolves. What does the presence 

of animals do for Trespass? In what ways do animals serve as stand-ins for the book’s 

human actors, and how does the novel’s changing perspective on them (to Brendan, a fox 

is a predator, but the one Toby remembers seeing in a museum was trapped and helpless) 

mirror its approach to human character? 

 

6. What is the significance of Chloe’s illustrations for Wuthering Heights? How do her 

thoughts about that novel and its characters seem to comment on people and events in her 

own life? Are Wuthering Heights’s two houses literary ancestors of the ones inhabited by 

the Dales and the Dragoviches? When Chloe characterizes Heathcliff as ―the vengeful 



orphan, the ungrateful outsider‖ (210), is she really thinking of Salome, or perhaps of the 

poacher? Might Heathcliff, a savage trespasser for whom grave–robbing is the highest 

expression of love, be a prototype for men like Milan and his army of butchers? 

 

7. In an exchange with Toby’s parents, Salome dismisses her family’s Cajun neighbors as 

ignorant. It’s one of the few times in the novel when the characters are united in laughter. 

But the Dales, too, are sometimes ignorant. Chloe wonders if Croats are Muslims and 

mistakes the poacher for a Middle Easterner. Even characters who are better acquainted 

with the facts often misinterpret them, as Toby does when he thinks that his bride has left 

him for MacAlister instead of her mother. Discuss the role that ignorance and 

misinterpretation play in Trespass. 

 

8. How does Brendan’s work–in-progress on the life of Frederick II reflect or anticipate 

events in the novel? What lessons might some of the novel’s characters derive from the 

story of the emperor’s relations with the Sultan of Jerusalem? What might that story have 

to teach George Bush, who once described the war on terror as a crusade? How might it 

be read by the Wolves of wolf town? How does Brendan’s view of Frederick as a 

pragmatic, but not too reliable, deal–maker compare to his academic rival’s portrait of 

him as a secret apostate? In what way is all of Trespass a book about the conflict between 

pragmatists and ideologues or, put another way, between realists and fanatics? 

 

9. The novel offers two views of this conflict. They might be summed up by two 

aphorisms. There’s the one that the youthful Chloe used to keep taped to her bedroom 

door: Those who restrain passion do so because theirs is weak enough to be restrained. 

(77) And there’s the one that Brendan remembers while attending a decidedly limp peace 

rally: The best lack all conviction. (82) The aphorisms would seem to be in agreement, 

until you remember the second half of Yeats’s line: The worst are full of passionate 

intensity. How would you describe the novel’s position on the split between pragmatists 

and fanatics? At what moments does the author tip her hand? 

 

10. One of Trespass’s observations is that people’s most extreme attitudes often contain 

their opposites and sometimes give way to them. Having spent her adolescence seething 

at her family’s repressiveness, Chloe grows up to be someone whom even mild–

mannered Brendan characterizes as ―bourgeois,‖ (117) a householder who prizes rituals 

and religiously keeps a fire burning in her cabin’s woodstove. Do you find it significant 

that that woodstove is one of the few things Salome seems to like about her future 

mother–in–law? What does Salome—who at times seems willing to wage war against the 

entire world in the service of her desires—actually desire? Might it be to become as 

comfortably bourgeois as Chloe? 

 

11. Of course, Salome may not want to be like Chloe so much as she wants to take her 

place. This may be the true reason for their mutual antipathy, as it may be the reason 

Chloe becomes so upset when the young woman asks how much land she and Brendan 

own. Is the threat posed by a trespasser the fact that the trespasser wants what we have—

our property, our game, our lovers, our children—and is prepared to do anything to 

possess them? Which of the novel’s other characters might be described as a trespasser? 



Which of them most fears falling victim to one? Do any of Martin’s characters occupy 

both roles? 

 

12. It may be her fear of her future daughter–in–law that causes Chloe to think of Goya’s 

horrifying painting of Saturn devouring his children, and to perceive that the reason 

someone might eat a child is ―to keep him from replacing you.‖ (177) The implication is 

that a trespasser may be far less dangerous than someone who is defending himself from 

being trespassed against. Consider Andro’s catastrophic reaction to the trespasses of his 

mother and sister. Consider that Iraq was invaded in the name of America’s national 

security. Consider that the men who destroy Jelena and her family think of themselves as 

defenders of an old way of life. 

 

13. Of all the novel’s characters, only Jelena is introduced obliquely, and she’s the only 

character who speaks for herself. When does it become apparent that the voice that 

periodically breaks into the Dale narrative is hers? When do we realize the identity of her 

interlocutor? Why might Martin have chosen to do this? How does Jelena’s harrowing 

story affect your perception of earlier events or the book’s other characters? Is it 

significant that Jelena’s sections are relatively short until after Chloe’s accident? Is it 

really Jelena who takes her place? 

 

14. In this respect, how do you view the unfolding relationship between Brendan and 

Jelena? Is this relationship about love or something less savory: a bereaved widower’s 

flight from grief or a poor and uprooted woman’s quest for security? Is it an instance of 

the strange gravity possessed by those who have known history, and suffered it? What 

does it mean that at the novel’s end, Jelena is ―the foreign woman‖? (317) 
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